UDCD Alert – First Look: Headline 4Q2016 Earnings Beat; New Div. Seen as LT Positive
• UDCD’s 4Q2016 headline earnings beat our estimates (first look) – United
Development Company’s (UDCD) net profit for 4Q2016 came in at ~QR171mn vs. our
estimate of ~QR157mn (+9%) or EPS of QR0.48 vs. our QR0.44. For the full year,
headline earnings/EPS came in lower y/y (as expected) at ~QR623mn/QR1.76 vs.
~QR690mn/QR1.95 (-10%), reflecting the weakness in the real estate market that was
experienced in 2016, which was mostly baked into the share price. We await release of
the full financials to compare adjusted earnings and analyze the performance of the
company.

• New dividend policy should attract more LT investors – Despite the earnings beat,
the shares could potentially come under pressure at market open today given the lowerthan-expected dividend recommended by the Board of Directors of QR1.25 vs. our
QR1.50 (-17% y/y); 2015 dividend was QR1.50/sh.
 Should share weakness occur at market open, we would be buyers of the shares
as we expect sequential earnings growth into 2018 of ~8% annually. However, the
new dividend policy implies a more rapid than expected improvement in dividend
payouts in 2017 (~65% vs. ~78%) and 2018 (~60% vs. ~72%).
 We view this new dividend policy as supportive of UDCD’s future growth plans as
it allows the company to invest more for growth without the need to lever up the
balance sheet. This also helps alleviate some of the concerns we highlighted
about UDCD’s LT dividend sustainability in our initiation report.
• Maintain our QR25.50 TP and Accumulate rating. We continue to rate the shares as
Accumulate given our growth expectations, attractive dividend yield (still), and valuation
upside. The shares are currently trading at ~12x our FY2017 EPS (~14% discount to
peers).
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